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About This Game

Become a Pirate!
You are a pirate using pistol and cutlass. Show your superior skills to the enemy.

Fire Pistol!
Pistol is a weapon that can kill enemies in the distance. Fire the enemies before they approach you. You can also head shot by

targeting the enemy's head.

Using Cutlass!
Cutlass is a good weapon that not only can attack the enemy, but also can defend the enemy's attack. You can also slice the

flying object (Skull, Shark, Bomb...etc.)

Kill the Kraken!
You can fight Kraken. Kraken is huge and powerful. You can kill it by shooting Kraken's leg and its eyes. Good luck.
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Challenge the record!
Your play is recorded online. You can be the best record in the world. Make your legend.

With your friends
If you and your friend are online, you can team up with a friend, and six people can play a team battle at the same time.

Recommend this game to your friends right now.
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Title: Virtual Pirate VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
MAMMOSSIX Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
MAMMOSSIX Co., Ltd.
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win7 or higher

Processor: Core i5-4430

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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I love the concept of a old school rpg where the random battles are fought by me in real time. It's EA at the moment so there is
only one map and three bosses (that I am aware). There are three different maps for survival mode, which is a wave shooter you
can use to level your character. Can't wait for story mode!. What isnt there to love about good ol Donald Trump?. I was sure
Gumboy Tournament is some kind of platformer/puzzle game, but it's not, this is some kind of racing/party game. It's OK if you
plan to play with someone else, but it gets boring really fast while playing alone.. It was a great arcade style dogfighting shooter.
Last I checked, which was a long time ago, there was only 3 bots on the multi-player server. Kind of pointless to buy.. A casual
game where you have to finish quests or fly around in the free mode.

(Tested with a controller)

Pros:
\u2022 Okay Graphics
\u2022 Good Controls
\u2022 Many Missions
\u2022 Free Flight Mode
\u2022 Unreal Engine 4

Negative:
\u2022 Graphics are outdated. This is a “pure” hidden-object game -- no point-and-cilck adventuring -- that would make fans of
the genre happy. The hidden-object scenes are quite challenging, and get progressively difficult. The few puzzle mini-games,
often hidden-object oriented, are also satisfying.

The only problem is the low resolution: it makes the hidden-object scenes even more difficult than they need to be.

Also slightly annoying is some bad logic: some of the objects you need to find should not be found on Robinson Crusoe's island!
There are several such inconsistencies that detract from the atmosphere, otherwise well-established by the addition of a pleasing
musical score.. Crappy game. Works perfectly! great application.
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this game sucks the physics are horrible and when u steer the bike it goes insane and the bike goes everywhere! ITS SO
FRUSTRATING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. First 10 levels are great and everything works fine, but after that it
is so common that you finish a level and when you go back to level select it is marked as not completed. Maybe is just for me,
but is really annoying. Fun games with bright lights.. I really like this game. It definitly needs work though. The UI can be
buggy, not all of the text is translated to english, the translated english is not all that good, and the mechanics and functions of
the game can be somewhat stupid at times. However, I find the game to be very fun to play and I am excited for the future
developments in the game.. Run motherfack run
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